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Shared insights for everyone at the table
On-demand insights presented in customizable, shareable reports.

The Power of Visualization 
Introducing the latest feature for intelligentVIEW from 
CiG, intelligentVIEW Map, a geographic visualization 
tool that provides real time insights to drive strategic 
and tactical decision making.

intelligentVIEW MAP provides the platform and the 
information to answer questions like:

Map based insights to support  
decision making

MAP by intelligentVIEW

Real time visualization 
of decision data on a 
geographic level.

Where do my best customers live and how are they the same 
and different to the rest of the neighbourhood and how can I use 
this information to communicate more effectively?

Where are competitive customers living within my geography of 
interest and what do they look like compared to my best customers?

What OOH opportunities exist and what do they look 
like?x

Where are my competitors’ locations and what are the 
demographics of households surrounding their locations? Is there 
opportunity around these locations to reach my target market?



Combined with the intelligentVIEW Audience Builder, 
competitive targets can be developed and mapped 
to provide a highly detailed view of the competitive 
landscape to support all marketing decisions.

And intelligentVIEW Map is fully customizable, ensuring 
that the geographic illustrations of the information that is 
important to you meets whatever requirements you have 
within your organization.

Adding layers to intelligentVIEW Map has never been 
easier, whether it is location information, competitive data 
or in-house data. The easy-to-use interface provides 
marketers with a new means to illustrate insights to be 
used in strategic and tactical decision making, across all 
business units within your company.

Unlike expensive GIS platforms that do not integrate 
with your marketing requirements, intelligentVIEW Map 
connects directly with intelligentVIEW, allowing you to 
determine requirements and then map and profile them, 
almost instantaneously, to provide insight that will drive 
organizational decisions. 

intelligentVIEW MAP provides users with the ability to select 
distinct geographic areas and get instant insights, with either 
intelligentVIEW attributes or corporate information to drive the 
decision making process.


